Sharing Visions with Bayside Community Church

ABOUT THE CHURCH

Bayside Community Church is a Florida-based church with multiple locations. Their mission is to help people know God, find a family, live in freedom, and discover purpose.

Key Challenge: There is a significant amount of time used in the church’s back office to complete financial processing on a weekly basis.

Solution: Vision2’s contribution system, specifically the check processing, is able to considerably reduce the manual-entry work and streamline the process to allow more time to invest in the Kingdom.

The kind and generous attitudes of the staff are immediately what greet you upon entering the building at Bayside Community Church in Bradenton, FL. They make it a point to welcome and engage their congregants and first-time visitors in the church.

Unfortunately, over time the staff has been operating from multiple systems and manual-entry processes to complete their weekly giving report needs. This has consumed countless hours and considerably extended the time producing the data and reports while also taking precious hours away from staff to dedicate it to very complicated, but necessary systems. Until now.

The Vision 2 Systems contribution solution was recently implemented at Bayside Community Church and results are already being seen. Andrew Patterson, the Accounting Manager at Bayside Community Church, has been on staff in the finance department for the last few years. He has dedicated endless hours preparing and delivering the necessary tithing and contribution pieces on a weekly basis. Now using Vision2, all of that has been automated.

“I used to have to separate the checks into batches because the bank could only take so many at a time to process. Now, for a check it is immediately captured and rebalanced right after it is scanned in the Vision 2 system. There are so many time-savers we are already finding with the product.” Vision 2 has significantly reduced the steps, time, and labor for Andrew and his whole staff while also providing them with a wide range of custom tools to enhance the giving experience for the whole church.

SEE HOW VISION2 CAN SAVE YOU TIME IN THE OFFICE SO YOU GET MORE TIME IN THE KINGDOM.